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General Requirements
• Fed.R.Evid. 702. If scientific, technical, or other specialized 


knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence 
or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert 
in knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, may 
testify thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise  


– Experts can opine on facts or data collected by others


• Fed.R.Evid.701. Lay witnesses are limited to opinions 
rationally based on own perception


• Fed.R.Evid. 703. Experts can base their opinions on materials 
not admissible in evidence  


– Anything an expert in the field would reasonably rely upon, 
including hearsay, may provide basis for opinion
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Evaluate Needs and Retain Experts 
At the Outset of the Case


• Plaintiff:  retain expert at investigation stage, prior to 
filing complaint


• Defendant:  retain expert as soon as reasonably 
practicable, perhaps even when the case first comes 
in the door
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Retain Your Experts Early


• Evaluate need based on:
– Elements of claims and defenses (and 


damages)
– Burden of proof
– Burden of persuasion
– Other areas (need to gauge admissibility)
– Agency and Government knowledge


• Expert and Other Experts
– Expert views can inform views of other experts
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Retain Your Experts Early


• Help frame discovery plan


• Plan attack on opposing experts and witnesses


• Other purposes
– Class certification
– Summary judgment
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Testifying vs. Consulting Expert 
Witness?


• Testifying Expert:  identified as an expert whose 
opinions may be presented at trial.  Fed. R. Civ. P. 
26(b)(4)(A)


• Consulting Expert:  retained or specially employed in 
anticipation of litigation or preparation for trial and is 
not expected to be called as a witness at trial.  Fed. 
R. Civ. P. 26(b)(4)(B)


• Evaluate at the outset of case
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Joint vs. Independent Experts


• Truly joint areas
– Eliminate risk of inconsistency
– Danger of cumulative challenge


• Individual areas
– Conflict issues


• Multiple defendant actions
– Settlement issues
– Strategy issues
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Joint vs. Independent Experts


• Court appointed experts


– Fed.R.Evid. 706


– Renaud v. Martin Marietta Corp., 749 F. Supp. 1545, 1548 
(D. Colo. 1990)
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Finding the Expert 


• Expert Directories


• Word of mouth/references


• Firm intranet


• Bar association/organization committees


• Internet literature research 
– MedLine/PubMed/GenMed 


• Legal Reporting Services 
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Finding the Expert


• Government and agency publications 
– EPA


– IRIS
– CDC


– ATSDR
– NIH


– National Toxicology Program
– WHO


– IARC
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Finding the Expert


• Colleges and universities


• Company employees
– Note:  Fed.R.Evid. 702 applies to company witnesses


– may need to provide written report


• Treating doctors and physicians


• Environmental consultants


• American Medical Directory (AMA)


• Expert Databases
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Retaining the Expert


• Client input


– Concur in determination of need for expert 


– Use client’s knowledge of industry/prior experience with 
experts
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Retaining the Expert


• Background check on potential experts 


– Copies of curriculum vitae


– Testimonial and literature history
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Retaining the Expert


• Initial interview


– Conflicts 


– Availability


– Impact on the jury 
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Retaining the Expert


• Discuss budget and division of labor


• How does this expert fit with other witnesses?


• How does this expert match up to opposition?


• Will this expert stand up to cross-examination?
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Retaining the Expert


• Meet and evaluate the expert’s staff


• Some courts allow depositions and discovery of the 
expert’s staff
– U.S. v. Greer, No. 05-CR-1172006, WL 1277888 (E.D.Wis., 


May 05, 2006) (depositions of expert’s staff) 


– U.S. Fidelity & Guar. Co. v. Braspetro Oil Servs. Co., No. 97 
Civ. 6124, 98 Civ. 3099, 2002 WL 15652 (discovery of 
documents reviewed by expert’s staff even if not reviewed 
by expert) 
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Retaining the Expert


• Ever precluded in whole or part at trial?


• Licenses and registrations up-to-date and in good 
standing?


• Subject of disciplinary or other proceedings?
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Follow-Up Interview 


• Confirm retention


• Commence plan of action


• Share discovery plan and modify as necessary


• Ensure expert has materials he/she needs
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Retention Agreement


• Confirm terms of retention


• Confirm services


• Time period of retention


• Conditions for termination


• Confidentiality obligation/agreements


• Limitation on work for adverse parties


• Availability


• Rates
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Discovery Issues 


• All communications between counsel and testifying expert are 
discoverable. 


– See, e.g., Manufacturing Admin. & Mgmnt. Sys., Inc. v. ICT Group, 
Inc., 212 F.R.D. 110, 114-116 (E.D.N.Y. 2002) (noting split of 
authority among district courts, but adopting bright line rule that all 
materials provided to expert, including core work product, are 
discoverable under Rule 26(a)(2)(b))


– See, e.g., Lamonds v. General Motors Corp., 180 F.R.D. 302, 305 
(W.D. Va. 1998) (attorney work product discoverable when 
provided to expert for consideration in developing expert opinion)


– See, e.g., Monsanto v. Aventis Cropscience, N.V., 214 F.R.D 545, 
546 (E.D. Mo. 2002) (providing otherwise protected materials to an 
expert will waive protections for those materials regardless of 
whether expert relies on the materials) 
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Discovery Issues


• Correspondence to and from expert


• Documents created by expert
– Draft reports are discoverable.  Hewlett Packard Co. Bausch 


& Lomb, Inc., 116 F.R.D. 533 (N.D. Cal. 1987)


• Relevant or relied upon documents 
– Note:  most of these documents will be subject to cross-


examination
– Work with expert to obtain/supply 
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Discovery Issues – Consulting 
Experts


• Retained or specially employed in anticipation of 
litigation or for trial:  
– Must show “exceptional circumstances.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 


26(b)(4)(B); Pipefitters Local No. 636 Pension Fund v. 
Mercer Human Resource Consulting, Inc., No. 05-CV-
74326, 2007 WL 2080365 (E.D. Mich., July 19, 2007)


• Informally consulted and not retained or specially 
employed:
– Discovery is prohibited.  Eisai Co., Ltd. v. Teva 


Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc., 247 F.R.D. 440, 442 (D.N.J. 
2007)
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Coordinating the Experts


• Special issues for multiple or aggregated 
proceedings


– Consistency of expert opinions


– Maximize strategy for expert challenges
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Cross-Examination of Experts
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Fundamental Rules For Cross-
Examination 


• Leading questions.  Fed.R.Evid. 611(c)


• Hypotheticals
– Within discretion of court.  Wagner v. Pennsylvania R. Co., 282 F.2d 392, 


395 (3rd Cir. 1960) (upholding exclusion of cross-examination on 
hypothetical where “the question called not for an expression of expert 
opinion but rather for a mere conjecture as to what would have happened 
had a state of facts obtained that were different from those actually 
proved.”) 


• Impeachment.  Fed.R.Evid. 607
– Qualifications.  Fed.R.Evid. 702 and 104(a).


– Education
– Training
– Skill
– Experience
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Fundamental Rules For Cross-
Examination


• Bias (no explicit Federal Rule, but recognized by 
Supreme Court in U.S. v. Able, 105 S.Ct. 465 (1984))


• Prior inconsistent statements.  Fed.R.Evid. 613 and 
801(d)(1)(A)


• Prior inconsistent documents (no explicit Federal 
Rule, but recognized by Supreme Court in U.S. v. 
Able, 105 S.Ct. 465 (1984))
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Fundamental Rules For Cross-
Examination


• Learned treatises, periodicals or pamphlets.  


– Federal Rules:  expert does not need to admit that the treatise,
periodical or pamphlet is reliable authority. Fed.R.Evid. 803(18)


– State law variations:  
– E.g., New York State - expert must admit that the text is reliable before 


he can be questioned on it.  


– Labate v. Plotkin, 195 A.D.2d 444, 445, 600 N.Y.S.2d 144, 145 (2d 
Dep't 1993) (“It is well settled that on cross-examination an expert 
witness may be confronted with a passage from a treatise or book
which contradicts the opinion the expert witness previously expressed 
on the stand, only after the expert witness has accepted the treatise or 
book as authoritative.”)
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Preparation is Key 


• Each witness is unique


• Start from scratch
– Do not design cross from deposition notes


• Identify two or three main themes to hit


• Set forth major points which support and develop 
main themes
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Challenging Admissibility


• Frye, Daubert, Joiner and Kumho Tire


– Frye v. U.S., 293 F. 1013 (D.C. Cir. 1923) - “General 
acceptance”


– Rule 702 - Qualified expert may testify on scientific, 
technical or other specialized knowledge if court determines 
that knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the 
evidence or to determine a fact in issue
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Challenging Admissibility


• Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals Co., 113 
S. Ct. 2786 (1993)


– Rule 702 requires court to be gatekeeper for both relevance 
and reliability of expert testimony


– Judge, as preliminary matter, must assess whether 
testimony is reliable and relevant to case at hand; is the 
underlying reasoning or methodology scientifically valid
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Challenging Admissibility


• Non-exhaustive list of factors:
– Whether the theory or technique has been or can be tested
– Whether the technique has been subjected to peer review 


and publication
– The known or potential rate of error
– The “general acceptance” of the technique by the relevant 


scientific community
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Challenging Admissibility


• General Elec. Co v. Joiner, 118 S. Ct. 512 (1997)
– Daubert in practice:  review of exclusion or admission of 


evidence is abuse of discretion standard


• Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 119 S. Ct. 1167 
(1999)
– Gatekeeper role applies to all technical expert testimony; 


Daubert factors are to be applied flexibly
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Challenging Admissibility


• More state courts are evaluating the reliability and relevance of 
expert testimony


– E.g., Parker v. Mobil Oil Corp., 7 N.Y.3d 434, 857 N.E.2d 1114 
(N.Y. 2006)


– “The Frye inquiry is separate and distinct from the admissibility 
question applied to all evidence-whether there is a proper foundation-to 
determine whether the accepted methods were appropriately employed 
in a particular. The focus moves from the general reliability concerns of 
Frye to the specific reliability of the procedures followed to generate 
the evidence proffered and whether they establish a foundation for the 
reception of the evidence at trial.” 7 N.Y.3d at 447, 857 N.E.2d at 1121 
(internal citations and quotation omitted)
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Challenging Admissibility 


• Prior to trial vs. at trial 
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Peer review and publication 


• Learned treatises
• Scientific articles
• Government publications


– *If expert refuses to acknowledge study or is unaware of it, 
this can be helpful too!


– *Dig deep!
– E.g., letters to the editor
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Laying Foundation for Contrary 
Testimony 


• Establish foundation/acknowledgement of 
authoritativeness of various texts and articles for later 
use with other experts


• Have expert acknowledge existence of reasonable 
scientific debate
– Refusal to do so can be useful too
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Use of Exhibits (Visual Impact and 
Impeachment Power) 


• Demonstrative evidence
– Fairly and accurately represent.  Keller v. U.S., 38 F.3d 16 


(1st Cir. 1994)


• Real and other evidence


• Juror recall
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Use of Exhibits (Visual Impact and 
Impeachment Power)


• Don’t overdo it


– Not too busy or overly complex


– Break up testimony


– Illustrate key points
– Boil it down to a few key documents and demonstratives
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Use of Exhibits (Visual Impact and 
Impeachment Power)


• Let witness know you are in command of the facts


• Set traps and limit witness’s ability to wriggle out of 
them


– Prior testimony
– Documents


• Ask questions that you know either answer will be 
favorable to your case
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Disclosure of Expert Testimony


• Rule 26(a)(2) Overview


– must disclose expert per case management order 
or at least 90 days before trial


– must provide written report absent a court order


– counter-designations are 30 days before trial
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The Written Report – Rule 26(a)(2)(b)
– “a complete statement of all opinions the 


witness will express”


– the “basis and reasons” for them 


– must disclose list of publications over the last 10 
years


– must disclose testimony over past 4 years


– compensation
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The Written Report (con’t)
– If you don’t understand it, then the court/jury won’t 


understand it


– Formulate provable opinions, create causal 
relationships between opinions and evidence


– Do not hold back materials


– Let the expert do the writing


– Stipulations re: drafts
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The Deposition


• Defending
– Witness must know every detail in the report
– Train witness to answer questions only
– Do not muddy the waters with additional materials
– Experts are not perfect 
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The Deposition


• Taking
– Master the material
– This is not a “discovery” deposition
– Work with counter-expert to formulate strategy
– Challenges to credibility?
– Challenges to opinions?
– Set up Daubert motion
– Videotape
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Direct Examination at Trial


• When to call the witness?
– Table-setter?
– Clarification?
– Clean-up?


• Engage the jury/intrigue the judge
– Foundation of qualifications – stipulate?
– Simple, interesting questions
– Ask questions that juries want answered
– Analogies and metaphors
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Ethical Considerations
• Protect work product and client confidences 


when dealing with experts
• Don’t over-sell your expert to the court
• Consider whether fees hurt credibility
• Research an expert’s background, prior 


testimony
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Conclusion


• Master the subject matter


• Provide a clear, concise report


• Aim for simple and understandable testimony


• Candor is key





